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Abstract. In the space exploration domain, limitations in the Deep Space Network and the lack of real-time
communication capabilities will impact various aspects of future long duration exploration such as a multi-year
mission to Mars. One dimension of interest is the connection between flight crews and their Earth-based social
support system, their family, friends, and colleagues. Studies in ground-based analogs of Isolated and Confined
Environments (ICE) such as Antarctica have identified sensory deprivation and social monotony as threats to
crew psychological well-being. Given the importance of behavioral health to mission success and the extreme
conditions of space travel, new methods of maintaining psycho-social health and social connections to support
systems are critical. In this paper we explore the use of Virtual Environments (VEs) and Virtual Agents (VAs)
as tools to facilitate asynchronous human-human communication, and counteract behavioral health challenges associated with prolonged isolation and deep space exploration.
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Introduction

At this very moment, there are tens of thousands of real people currently logged on, socializing, conducting commerce, and essentially living their lives in a virtual environment. Individuals unsatisfied with their real life can gain
life satisfaction with their virtual life [1]. We speculate that satisfaction with social connections and interpersonal
skills can be increased in real life, and environmental stressors can be alleviated through strategically designed experiences delivered through virtual environments. Currently, Virtual Environments (VEs) primarily provide entertainment value, but their predecessor, Virtual Reality, has been used to train technical skills that result in real life performance enhancements. VEs are no longer a novel concept, but their use as a construct to deliver real world benefits is just in its infancy.
In the domain of space exploration, NASA has identified the need to develop support and adaptation countermeasures to social isolation among the flight crew from their family, friends, and the ground crew. This problem currently occurs on Earth, where geographically distributed groups desire to share their lives or work together remotely.
Both real time solutions such as video, voice, and text chat, and time delayed solutions such as email, social network
websites, and micro voice messaging serve to keep communities connected. However, there are unique challenges
for their application to long duration space missions. Given technical restrictions such as communication delays and
data transfer/bandwidth limitations, no single interaction method can accommodate all different types of interactions
(e.g. short casual messages vs. long discussions). The social monotony and isolation of a long duration mission can
result in limited perspective taking, increasing ruminations and likelihood for misunderstandings. Maintaining and
strengthening of social skills are crucial to counteract the risk for deterioration after extended periods of isolated
activity. The astronaut in-flight needs the appropriate outlet and support system in place, such as to allow for the
possibility to engage in social activities and to withdraw into a more private sphere on a routine basis. The solution

must maintain ties with existing friends and family, but may also accommodate developing new ties with new
friends and colleagues as suggested by prior research [2].
In the past decade VEs and intelligent Virtual Agents (VAs) have come together to make possible a new range of
human interaction opportunities. Virtual Worlds (VWs) have taken the paradigm of Virtual Reality and transformed
it into rich, persistent, networked 3D spaces populated by tens of thousands of people using embodied avatars.
Intelligent VAs are able to work as tutors, guides, conversational partners, and even as virtual therapists [3]. VWs
combined with VAs have been used by ourselves and others to address human interactions in a diverse set of domains, from language and culture training [4, 5] to medical consulting [6, 7]. Morie et al. used VWs as an advanced
form of tele-health care to facilitate and support soldiers in reintegration into civilian life in a project called “coming
home” [8]. The authors have been developing a socio-linguistics based engine for driving intelligent VA social behavior and for detecting emotional changes in humans through their speech or written word. This document describes the use of VEs for long distance, long duration exploration class space missions. VEs have demonstrated
their utility in enhancing telemedicine [9,10 ,11 ,12, 13] supporting behavioral therapy [e.g. 14], and applications in
language and culture training [15,16], as well as robotics and equipment maintenance training [17, 18]. We believe
its promise can extend to enhancing psychosocial health in space flight to directly address the risk of adverse behavioral conditions. We describe our process and results below.
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Benefits Gained from Virtual Worlds can Carry into the Real World

There is increasing evidence that behaviors learned in VWs can migrate into the real world. For example, in a
meta-study of the field of VRET, Parsons and Rizzo [19] note the efficacy of Virtual Reality Exposure Therapy
(VRET) in treating various anxiety disorders, such as acrophobia, agoraphobia, social anxiety and post-traumatic
stress disorder. More directly, Yee and Balienson describe “The Proteus effect” [20, 21], the observed phenomenon
where self-perception and skills obtained through a digital persona (i.e. through manipulations of their online avatar),
including attitudes gained from virtual worlds, are maintained even when the human reenters the real world. All of
this advocates that humans not only interact socially and meaningfully in VEs, they can also be primed for behavior
modification and interpersonal sensitivities, and the effects of that priming can carry over into their offline
interactions in live situations.
The ability to harness benefits acquired from virtual spaces translates to several applications in space.
Psychological support can play an important role in risk mitigation since astronauts may experience anxieties while in
flight, which then could be alleviated (or even prevented) by in vivo virtual world intervention. Given the limitations
of the habitat, VEs may also be used to encourage relaxation and mindfulness: to create a spot to gather one's
thoughts, to calm down, or to be alone in a manner that facilitates a restful state in the person. For instance, an
astronaut may choose to sit in the VW near a quiet spot designed for meditation, or practice mindfulness therapy (as
developed by John Kabat-Zinn [22]) utilizing awareness of the present moment and centering of one’s thoughts. This
type of work is being tested in Second Life at the University of Southern California’s Institute for Creative Technologies [23]. Such quiet activities could help in providing support to people of different personality types, whereby some
people gain energy by socializing (extroverted people) and others (introverted people) gain energy by isolating and
recuperating alone. A tonic environment may be, for instance, a waterfall in a forest, or a mountaintop on a snowfilled valley. VEs may thus also provide a way to relax, recover and gather one's thoughts by a feeling of quiet and
connection through one's environment. For many, this is an important way to “ground” oneself, even though one's
physical environment is stressful, disengaging with that environment and changing it to a relaxed environment is
crucial.
VWs may also provide good environments to acclimatize and acculturate crews that have been long removed from
the world as a form of re-entry preparation. They can do this by providing them with updates on world events, news,
new movies and cultural and historical development throughout the mission. As these long duration missions keep

them out of the loop, we see a great benefit in helping astronauts get additional information through VEs that help
them acclimate to the changes they have not witnessed or experienced while away from earth.
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Method

Our goal is to create a holistic, evidence-based approach for formulating natural scenarios that address crew and
Earth psychosocial health while ensuring its compatibility with currently known operational limitations such as
bandwidth, communication delay as well as habitat restrictions. To design this system, we first leveraged a prior
review of over 50 publications and technical reports to extract possible psycho-social dimensions of interest [24].
Using this literature review, we focused on psychosocial dimensions relevant to long duration exploration missions
that can be addressed by virtual environments. We then conducted a review of current evidence-based best practices
in supporting the psycho-social dimensions of interest identified above. In addition, we investigated methods of
augmenting time delayed communication in VEs through VAs powered by Artificial Intelligence (AI) engines. In the
last decade, researchers have begun focusing efforts on the merger of VEs and AI agents. A full survey of this work
can be found in Morie, et al.’s survey on Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs)[25]. The work of incorporating
VAs into VEs is very much in its infancy, even more so than incorporating autonomous intelligent robots into the real
world. Compared to other research into AI agents, the empirical data specific to VA effectiveness in either realism or
helpfulness is limited. There are a few exceptions to this, however. For example, Jan D., et al. [26] note that virtual AI
helpers are asked more questions than one might expect, while Weitnauer, et al. observed that when virtual world
participants were unaware that they were conversing with an AI agent (named Max), they reported frustration with its
repetitiveness [27], which paralleled reports about ELIZA, a simple natural language processor built in the mid-1960s
which posed as a Rogerian psychotherapist[28]. Our own prior work showed that human subjects readily
anthropomorphized even non-embodied agents [29], confirming Nass’s findings that humans generalize patterns of
conduct and expectations for human-human interaction to human-computer interaction [30]. Further, we found the
social aspects of human-machine interaction affected not only subjective measures such as trust, but also objective
performance metrics such as compliance [29]. More generally, we believe embodied VA will only amplify the
human tendency to anthropomorphize technology, and increase the psychological investment and engagement of the
human.
This work resulted in a list of broad and wide ranging strategies such as the use of plant life to combat monotony
and sensory deprivation, training for marriage and family specific as well as general interpersonal skills, recalling
moments of gratitude, and focusing on past and future responsibilities and expectations to reinforce sense of meaningfulness. These strategies can be implemented in a variety ways as VE realizations, ranging from novel virtual scenarios that families can experience together to the use of VAs to add social diversity and deliver training. Next, we selected a subset of strategies, reviewed commercially available VW technologies, and began to design activities surrounding those strategies within a virtual space. We describe the result of our designs below.
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Implementation in Virtual Environment

We created a virtual space in which to implement the evidence based strategies that promote social connectedness
and individual psychological well-being. The strategies we selected can be categorized as having the following
objectives:




Enhance human-human asynchronous communications
Counter social monotony and isolation
Combat sensory deprivation due to habitat and vehicle limitations

The resulting virtual environment consists
of a main building, the Family Communication Center, or FAMCOM, and extensive
outdoor spaces (see Figure 1).
The lighting and weather in the virtual
environment can mimic those on Earth,
providing the end user with reminders of
the changing seasons and providing visual
and audio stimuli otherwise not available.
Currently on the International Space Station, the flight crew has a constant and
majestic view of Earth. However, Earth
will be a distant dot of light during some
phases of a long duration mission. This
can further increase the feeling of isolation
and disconnectedness. Visuals as well as
audio of nature sounds such as rain and
Figure 1 View of main building, FAMCOM from exterior.
wildlife will help to combat sensory deprivation. Looking at nature for even brief
periods of time has been shown to decrease stress. There are many opportunities for virtual world implementation to
leverage the positive effects of nature on psychological well-being [31]. Activities can be solitary, such as watching
the sunrise/sunset and the movement of clouds, or they can be layered with social activities such as enjoying a camp
fire (see Figure 2).

Figure 2 A virtual space outside of FAMCOM for enjoying nature.

In addition to outdoor spaces, we created a
variety of interior settings within
FAMCOM. These include spaces for large
groups, such as conference areas for conducting asynchronous educational outreach
events, as well as gathering places for small
groups where individuals can engage in
activities such as an asynchronous game of
chess with a friend on Earth (see Figure 3).
Within the virtual space, end users can create and exchange virtual “care packages”.
This not only provides novelty to combat
monotony, but gift giving boosts mood
Figure 3 Games such as chess are asynchronous in nature thus can be
implemented in this application despite time latencies.

[32] and increases social connection to
giver [33].

Due to the vast distance between the
spacecraft and Earth,
a communication
delay will prevent
real time network
connections. As a
result, flight crews
and Earth-bound
family and friends
will not be able to
interact in real time in
the virtual environment. However, avatars that represent individuals can be automated and logged in to perform prerecorded and even interactive behaviors. This activity of watching avatars in the virtual space is similar to watching
a movie or a home video but with increased interactivity. Recently, the fields of neuroscience and film studies have
come together in “neurocinematics”. One area of interest is the role of “mirror neurons” and the effects of film
watching on the viewer’s emotions [34]. We believe this also applies in our application, where mirror neurons can
be activated when viewing one’s avatar interacting with objects and other individuals in the virtual space, causing
real emotional responses. This idea is compatible with observations from both the “The Proteus effect” [20, 21],
and “The Media Equation” [30], and is reported anecdotally by thousands of virtual environment users.
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Future Work and Conclusion

The next phase of this work includes a ground based validation study to identify the effects of performing
health promoting activities within the deigned virtual spaces. The specific application of supporting
space exploration has a highly limited intended audience, but the ideas developed within this project can
be applied to any groups for asynchronous communication, whether they are geographically distributed or
not. The tremendous growth of asynchronous communication (e.g. IM, texting, email) shows that at least
sometimes, the benefit of convenience outweighs the cost of coordinating with multiple parties for real
time communication. While VEs are not meant to replace existing methods with which people connect,
they can provide additional value. In the real world, interactions with people often go hand-in-hand with

interactions with tangible things. VEs can unleash new dimensions of interaction that allows for shared
manipulation of objects and shared experiences, potentially enhancing shared mental models and improving cohesion and coordination. Further, the persistence of objects within VEs makes them excellent vehicles for delivering experiential learning in the growing industry of online self-paced learning, which is
estimated to become a $51.5 B worldwide market by 2016[35].
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